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It was a December that investors will soon want to forget. A trifecta of concerns conspired to deliver a lump of coal 
for Christmas, rather than the traditional year-end rally. Trade tensions with China, rising interest rates and some 
slowing of global growth were issues that dominated trading. Not to mention that U.S. Government dysfunction 
reached new heights: reckless foreign policy by tweet, protest resignations from Secretary of Defence Mattis and 
Special Envoy McGurk, malfeasance forcing the shuttering of the President’s family charity, and oh yes, a 
government shutdown - all within just one week. Throw in a heavy dose of year-end tax selling, and we have 
witnessed the worst December in generations.  
  
It has been a tough couple of years for investors. After one market pundit referred to 2017 as a “freak” year, 2018 
has just ended with a giant thud. The freak reference was in recognition of a mere handful of big technology stocks 
driving the U.S. market higher without pause, until February 2018. Shortly after that, the market advance did 
broaden to include many more industry groups than in the lop-sided 2017. But the market that registered healthy 
gains in the third quarter, turned decidedly negative in the fourth quarter. 
  
Truth be told, many investors have been suffering the ravages of a down market. Before accounting for dividends, 
stocks as measured by the Morningstar DM Large-Mid Cap NR Index declined by 8.41% (USD), the S&P 500 Index fell 
6.2% (USD), and the S&P TSX Composite Index retreated by 11.6%.  Since reaching a high at the end of September, 
the tech heavy NASDAQ Composite has plunged by 17.4% (USD). The price of gold shed 1.8% in 2018, West Texas 
Intermediate Oil 24.3%, and Western Canada Select Crude 8.3%, after being down as much as 64.5% in November. 
Even high-flying bitcoin crashed more than 80%, trading at $3,723 after peaking in Dec. 2017 at $19,666.  Against all 
odds, in an environment when administered interest rates were rising, the flight to safety in the last weeks of the 
year allowed bond prices to recover lost ground, and essentially deliver their coupon rate of return to fixed income 
investors. 
  
All this price deterioration is a resounding disconnect from the real economy, which will register GDP growth of 
about 3.1% in the US, and 2.1% here in Canada. It is true that markets look ahead and discount the future. But the 
U.S. Federal Reserve is still expecting 2.3% growth in 2019, and ‘full’ employment with only 3.7% unemployed 
(Obama should have been so fortunate). The Bank of Canada has reduced its forecast to 1.7% in Canada, cognizant 
of Alberta’s imposition of an 8.7% cut in oil production for 2019. 
  
So, although still trending in the right direction, all the economic language is softer.  We may have slowing growth, 
but corporate earnings should continue to grow, albeit at a much-reduced level from the torrid tax-driven pace in 
the U.S. 
  
And today, more than ever words matter.  In the very short term they have more impact than the big picture. 
Investors now live in a world where first generation Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a new factor in the marketplace. AI 
algorithms search news for certain words and phrases (slowdown, higher interest rates, inverted yield curve, 
impeach, indict - for example), and then press buy/sell buttons accordingly. These algorithmic trades, or algo trades, 
are only for short term gain, indifferent to longer term context, and oblivious to valuation levels. When overlaid with 
bullish or bearish stock price chart patterns, AI has the effect of driving market averages quite sharply in the short 
term, compressing what would normally have taken weeks or months to unfold. Volatility is increasing. The VIX, 



which languished between 9 and 15 in (the freak year) 2017, has been solidly in the 15-25 range in the last two 
months, and eclipsed 30 in late December. 
   
Much has been made of Fed Reserve Chairman Powell’s Dec 18th decision to raise US rates by 25 basis points. He 
made a cogent argument for a continuing growing economy, and a more dovish view of rates for 2019. Many 
seasoned investors respected Powell’s resolve, especially considering President Trump’s bullying tactics, publicly 
calling for no rate increase ahead of the Fed’s meeting. But others have accused the Fed Chairman of being tone 
deaf to the early signs of slowdown. Apparently, Powell’s phrases “two rate increases instead of four” and “we have 
achieved the low end of normalized interest rates” weren’t on the radar of AI algorithms, because markets moved 
lower even as Powell took questions after the meeting.  
  
The year-end swoon of the market seems to suggest that Powell’s GDP forecast of 2.3% is optimistic. Perhaps so, 
but from 10,000 feet it would appear that the slowdown is largely a self-inflicted phenomenon, rather than a fissure 
in the financial system.  Brexit, trade negotiations, and turbulence in the White House are man-made issues to be 
resolved. Certainly, a better trade understanding with China would be seen as a boon for the economy, and just the 
right medicine for a market that has a case of the jitters. For now, we would look to any softening only as a 
refreshing pause. This suggests that today’s market consternation will pass, and that investors should stay the 
course as we position portfolios for the long term. It is always a market of stocks – some remain overvalued, while 
others offer compelling value. 
  
SEAMARK has long used the sailing term “lean into the wind” to provide colour on our active investment 
management style. We are often sellers into price strength, and buyers when prices retreat. By taking advantage of 
ebbs and flows, we can add value to client portfolios. In 2018, those portfolios recorded many large gains as we 
reduced or sold overvalued companies. Proceeds were often reinvested in companies that offered a better value 
proposition as we look out a couple of years. The AI phenomenon, bringing with it higher volatility, enhances the 
opportunities for longer term thinking and our style of investment management. 
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The U.S. equity market was defined by two book-ends in 2018.  January witnessed the blow-off stage of the 2017 
stretch-for-growth phenomenon.  That month’s 5.0% price jump for the S&P 500 culminated a 15 consecutive 
month run that the S&P 500 put together following President Trump’s election in Nov 2016.  That phenomenon was 
fondly referred to as the “Trump bump”.  But by December, it had all turned around. 

U.S. share prices had peaked by the third quarter and were already showing signs of weakness as December 
approached. With the U.S. mid-term elections out of the way, the stage had been set for the traditional year-end 
Santa Clause rally. Instead, a series of unforced errors by the President caused a complete reversal of fortune, and 
combined with tax loss selling, delivered one of the worst Decembers on record, evidenced by a 9.2% decline in the 
S&P 500.  The Trump bump had turned into the Trump slump. 

Admittedly, world bourses had already begun to show signs of weakness, reflecting a growth slow-down in many 
parts of the world. Against that backdrop of weaker world growth, the U.S economy has been a stalwart, with 
unemployment levels reaching a 50 year low of 3.7%. Throughout the year, interest rates had been on the rise to 
reflect the underlying strength of the economy. Trade tensions, most notably with China, rounded out the major 
economic considerations. 

But then there were several steps taken by President Trump, largely perceived as a series of unforced errors. His 
twitter announcement that the U.S. would abruptly leave Syria against the advice of seasoned military leaders, 
prompted high level resignations in protest.  He attempted to lead the fiercely independent Federal Reserve by 
suggesting that the Fed should not raise rates in December, as had previously been telegraphed. Then he publicly 
mused of firing Fed Chairman Powell, after Powell hadn’t succumbed to Trump’s bully tactics on interest rates.  
Finally, Trump announced that he would proudly own a (futile?) government shutdown to force funding for a wall 
along the southern border. These apparent unhinged decisions only served to unsettle investors who were already 
digesting the prospect of a reduced rate of growth in corporate earnings in 2019. 

When all was said and done, investors witnessed a fourth quarter price decline of 14% in the S&P 500. 

Investors in the American Dividend Growth Fund (Trust and Corporate class) benefitted somewhat from the decline 
in the Canadian dollar vs its US counterpart in 2018. But the funds were partially hedged throughout the year, such 
that only about half of the CAD’s 8% decline flowed through to investors. The partial hedge position remains in 
place, in recognition that the liabilities of the Canadian investors are in fact in Canadian dollars. Looking ahead to 
2019, it appears that world oil production may be curtailed in order to achieve higher crude prices. And an 8.7% 
forced production cut in Alberta has served to significantly narrow the differential between Western Canada Select 
and West Texas Intermediate prices.  Both of these events will benefit the Canadian dollar, as would a pause of 
interest rate increases in the U.S., which appears to be at hand. The (partial) hedge will prove to better protect the 
funds’ investors should the Canadian currency stage a rally on stronger oil fundamentals. 



In recent years the U.S. market has shown a sharp divergence between value and growth. Although the stretch for 
growth phenomenon seems to have reached a zenith early in 2018, the value sectors of the market have not yet 
assumed a leadership role. Many think that new leadership is necessary for the market to trend higher. With the 
technology sector facing stronger headwinds (regulatory and costs), investor sentiment may be ready to shift to 
sectors well represented in the American Dividend Growth Funds. As at Dec 31, 2018, the largest sectors of the fund 
were Consumer Staples, Health Care and Financials, which in combination comprised about 50% of the portfolios. 
These sectors are the stalwarts in a Dividend portfolio and should participate nicely in a renaissance of value.  Given 
the uncertainties facing investors, 2019 could be the year in which value returns to favour.  

We are still encouraged by expectations for a growing U.S. economy in 2019, in the order of 2.3% according to the 
Federal Reserve. Slowing growth still provides for a positive backdrop and should set the stage for another year of 
corporate earnings growth, somewhere within the range of 5-8%. Admittedly, there are a number of risks that could 
temper expectations, but a true economic slowdown would also allow the Federal Reserve to slow or reverse its 
current tendency to tighten monetary conditions. And a credible trade deal with China would be a very welcome 
development for U.S. corporations, which would almost certainly reverse negative investor psychology. 

We do expect a continuation of higher volatility for U.S. stocks, thanks in part to the algorithmic trading by AI driven 
machines. This is likely to become a permanent phenomenon facing investors in the years ahead. But we embrace 
the up and down volatility, expecting it enhance the opportunities for longer term thinking, and our style of 
investment management. 
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